
Common challenges with executive travel

Service
Long wait times to get help from a 
travel agent

Changes
Frequent trip changes, often at the 
last minute

Time
Arranging travel is just one of many 
job responsibilities

Spotnana brings a new level simplicity to 
executive travel

Book travel anywhere for anyone
Simply enter a traveler’s name and you’re 
ready to book on their behalf

Modify trips in seconds
Change or cancel trips on your own in 
seconds via our desktop or mobile app

Manage guest travel
Easily add new guest users and arrange 

their trips

Spotnana for executive

assistants
Spotnana powers unparalleled travel experiences

Simple, modern user experience
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24/7 global travel assistance you can rely on

Additional service options for VIP travelers

The easiest way to manage global travel

Receive support on any channel
Quickly reach an experienced agent 
via chat, phone, or email

9 days average

deployment time

Get up and running in as little as 
one day depending on your needs

Experience personalized care
Benefit from agents using the same

technology, policies, and data

Integrate best-in-class 
systems

Connect quickly and easily to your 
preferred tools for HR and expenses

Get rapid help from any location
Avoid waiting on hold - all of our 

agents can assist any traveler

Our Seat 1A program includes private jet reservations, 
black car reservations, yacht rental, villa rental, disruption 
assistance, waitlist monitoring for sold-out flights, lost 
luggage assistance, securing upgrades, and more.

Never pay deployment or 
software fees

Pay only for what you use - it’s  
that simple

For more information, please visit spotnana.com

About Spotnana 
Spotnana is modernizing the infrastructure of the travel industry in order to bring 
freedom, simplicity, and trust to travelers everywhere.
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